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A Different Way of Death:
Why the Alternative
Funeral Movement is
Taking Hold in the United
States
In case you missed this on our Facebook page,
it’s a mustread. This is the article you’ll want to
send to anyone who asks you what this home
funeral and green burial stuff is all about. It
covers it all and it’s great writing: the funeral
industry, green burial and the home funeral
movement, with beautiful photos throughout. Pass it on! (PS – not on
our Facebookpage? LIKE us and keep up with the latest stories like these.)

Nina Thompson of the "Wake Up
to Dying" Project
NHFA Conference Call
Sunday, June 12 | 8 p.m. ET | 5 p.m. PT
Listen as Nina Thompson talks with us about how the work
she is doing intersects with building community around home
funerals. The Wake Up to Dying Project (WUTD) is an innovative nonprofit
organization with the mission to encourage people to think and to talk about dying.
WUTD aims to shift our cultural perspective on death from fear and avoidance
toward familiarity and preparedness by inviting people to acknowledge death, be
prepared for it, and live more fully for having done so.
Missed a previous teleconference? You can catch up here.

We’re a proud sponsor of the
Wake Up to Dying Project
This traveling exhibition visits communities and uses the power
of story to increase awareness and facilitate conversations
about death, dying, and life.
The Wake up to Dying Project will be in Burlington, Vermont
July 1217. Interested in helping? Contact Nina for more information!

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN THE HOME FUNERAL WORLD?
It’s one of our most important goals: to let other members and the public know what
events you have upcoming. Whether it’s a 30minute library talk or extended home
funeral training, we want to know! We’ll post them on our ‘Workshop’ page, and
onFacebook too (if there’s a link to the event).
Send your event information to nhfaweb@gmail.com.
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